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Public hearing 9/1/2022

Habibi cafe is a victim of the crime wave just like the other businesses throughout Westwood. To
be targeted as a problem after over 22 years of business is unjust. There may be a history of
minor violations which have ALL been remedied, but to overstep and claim a Restaurant is a
safety issue is immoral.

Two things to clarify,

1) We are not a nightclub. We are registered as a restaurant and abide by obtaining all the
necessary permits to offer the accessory uses while dining. We are fully within our rights
as a restaurant. We do NOT have live entertainment nor do we have a dancefloor or
offer dancers. Any entertainment or dancing which you have observed previously were
years ago, brief and brought from other customers perhaps for a brief period of time to
oversee a surprise engagement or birthday surprise.

2) We are not a safety issue within Westwood. We are victims as well and our staff has to
wait over 40 minutes for police to arrive when a transient breaks our property or attacks
customers. We are then penalized for calling the police. This same activity has
happened at CVS, 7 eleven and even ralphs. Many other restaurants have been broken
into as well. We have never heard a word about a history of violence and a safety threat
to Westwood until now. This just happens to be occurring now that our demographic has
changed and many African American youth visit our location, to make these accusations
now is unfair. We have many well known celebrities who feel completely safe at the cafe.
We have celebrities speaking out saying this is a safe place. We have the neighbors of
all industries vouching that they see us as no harm.

The only organizations calling the LADBS and LAPD who is working with the TEP are
responsible for taking down many other businesses within westwood by creating false complaint
calls and claim they are speaking as the voice of westwood when they have indeed excluded
many individuals from that voice.

The facts are:

Many businesses in Westwood have been targeted by these neighborhood council/community
groups for over 20 years and the government organizations allow them to take down
businesses.

Many people in Westwood and out do not see Habibi as a nuisance or safety issue.

Our direct neighbors have not endured harm as a result of Habibi Cafe.

The property managers in the surrounding areas have spoken as well and claimed Habibi cafe
is an asset the the city of Westwood.



Upon reviewing the data from the LAPD, many places in Westwood are victims of crime and
have strange individuals coming around their business. The only reason Habibi cafe has a
significant amount of reports associated is simply because we are open later hours and we are
able to assist with making calls on behalf of individuals throughout Westwood who experience
crime as well. Some customers leave the location and are attacked going to their cars. To that
we ask where the police are.

We have all the permits necessary to say we are operating illegally as a nightclub, do not have
any permits and are a safety issue to the area is slander and libel and will cause economic harm
to the business. When in court under nuisance law, no parties who have reported would stand
as they are not directly harmed. More than half of the LAPD’s data would be thrown out of
discovery as it is inaccurate and we have proven that. We have offered to discuss this matter if it
bothers the city of Westwood but have not heard a response. We did everything a legally
reasonable entity should have done and I'm sorry to say this case will not dissolve easily.

Many individuals from organizations such as BLM are concerned about the government and
HOA involvement now that the demographic has changed. There are many middle eastern
associations who feel they are a target and have offered our help on this matter. And may
athletes, celebrities and artists have spoken with us in reference to the HOA accusations and
the way they represent themselves on social media and what they stand for.

Please reconsider and come speak to us if you would like to negotiate and if possible grant a
continuance for the public hearing. We have not reached out to any of the organizations offering
help yet as we have not heard back from any members.

Another idea to consider is it would be impossible for our customers to be a public nuisance to
individuals who are indirect from Habibi cafe as the individuals who are directly surrounding
Westwood are not even affected.

Our customers have made a record and notified us they are being harassed by the LAPD when
leaving Habibi and they have been asking them if they are drinking at Habibi. Obviously if
someone drank and drove from a club to Westwood they would not admit that, so upon leaving
the cafe if you ask them where they drank if they drank they would say the place they most
recently left not that this is their second time drunk driving.


